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Abstract
The emergence of alternative trading systems—often collectively referred to as “dark pools”—has added another node to the trader's decision tree. On the positive side, the increased competition in the market is a benefit to investors: more competition means more opportunities for better execution. Further, the ability to cross orders outside of the traditional displayed markets has offered traders the opportunity to maintain greater anonymity, and thus, reduce their orders' risks related to market impact. On the downside, the existence of multiple liquidity pools creates fragmentation in the market. Accessing liquidity is more complex, and the trader's job is more labor and time-intensive. Liquidity-seeking algorithms offer the ability to execute orders in a fragmented market with greater efficiency and effectiveness. But as we've seen, not all algorithms are the same. This article draws from our experience with algorithms accessing the non-displayed liquidity offered by the UBS internal liquidity pool, called “PIN.”
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